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n the color-stealing light of the full moon, you reach the destination of
your journey. The shadows of the old Canterville Castle fall
threateningly about you. The wise old owl, that you have been following,
turns immediately and disappears back into the thick forest. Perhaps the
old walls and high towers have frightened him. Or, perhaps, he is wiser
than you and seeks the safety of his home. Although the fortress-like castle
is abandoned, dim light shines from within several windows and thick
smoke curls from the chimney.
The light from your flashlights wanders over the ivy-covered castles walls
to the beckoning open drawbridge leading to the main entrance of the
castle. As a swarm of bats flutter frightfully from the open castle door, you
notice a small white figure watching you from the entrance. It is not large,
more like a teenager, wearing a white gown, like a thin bedsheet. Through
the thin garment, the blue ribs of a skeleton shimmer. As it has no feet, it
seems to float over the ground, stirring up a small whirlwind beneath it.
It makes a strange sight, with its crooked grin and white cap, just like the
one gram sleeps in. For the first time in your life you are confident that you
are seeing a ghost!
Suddenly, the ghost winks at you and then slowly disappears. A moment
later, the entrance is empty with no trace at all of the spook. Perhaps, it
was a trick of the moonlight and you saw nothing at all?
There is only one way to find out. You must enter the castle and search for
the ghost! Be careful! You do not know the castle and who knows what
tricks the small white apparition has waiting for you inside...
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One player takes the role of Max, the ghost. Max hides himself in the Canterville castle. The other players are the
ghost chasers and search for Max in the castle. Max and the ghost chasers begin the game in rooms of their
choice. Then Max and his chasers move from room to room. Max moves invisibly, showing himself only from
time to time. The creatures living around the castle determine when Max must show himself. After each game
round, one animal is removed from the board. When all animals of one type have been removed, Max must show
which room he is in and how he got there. Max has a code of honor and will not enter the same room twice
during the chase.
Unlike Max, the chasers may enter each room as often as they like. They try to force Max into a dead end to catch
him. All the chasers win if one of the chasers enters the room where Max is. If the last animal is removed from
the board with Max having not been found, the player playing the role of Max is the winner!

Max, the ghost, will explain the simple rules of the game to you. He will also give you useful tips and hints. He
has placed the rules in colored frames to make things easier.
First read through the rules, frame by frame, in the red frames. Then, read the text in the black frames. This text
gives details on the various actions players may take in the game. Max wants to play the first round with you, so
you will better understand how to play.

Step 1
MANY PLAYERS ARE PLAYING ?
An overview of all components is on the last page of
these rules. Hand out the components described
below and return unused material to the box. In this
case (for your first game), that is the chimney card,
the door card with the locked door figure, and the
trap card with the ghost trap figure.
One of the players plays Max. He takes the ghost
figure, the 54 room cards, 2 cheat cards, and 2 break
cards.
The other players are the ghost chasers. The number
of ghost chase figures and the number of animal
frames is the same as the number of players chasing
Max. The chasers get:

H OW

chasers:
use 4 randomly chosen animal frames
and each player gets 1 ghost chaser figure.
chasers:
use all 5 animal frames and each
player gets 1 ghost chaser figure.
chasers:
use 4 randomly chosen animal frames
and each player gets 2 ghost chaser figures.
chaser:
use all 5 animal frames and the player
gets 3 ghost chaser figures.
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Max,
the ghost

54
room cards

2
cheat cards

2
break cards

the 4 ghost chasers
the 5 animal frames
Tip: With the special cards (see also page 6), the players
decide how difficult it will be for Max or for the ghost
chasers to win. Before beginning, the players decide
which of the special cards to give Max. The chimney card
and the door card increase Max’s chances to win. The
trap card increases the chances for the chasers to win.
Players can also give Max only one break card and/or
one cheat card to increase the chasers chances.
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Step 2

P REPARATION
Place the board in the middle of the table. The ghost
chasers lay the animal frames face up on the table.
Place the animals corresponding to the animal
frames being used on the appropriate spaces around
the castle on the board.
The ghost chasers put their figures in rooms of their
choice. More than one chaser may be in a room.
Next, the Max player places his figure in the empty
room of his choice. Then, Max searches through the
54 room cards for the room corresponding to that
room and places it face up on the table.
The ghost chasers select one of their animal frames
and place it next to the board.

Whenever all players have taken a turn in a round,
the round ends and they remove one animal
matching the animal frame next to the board and
place it in the frame. When all animals for this frame
have been removed from the board, Max must reveal
himself. When there are no more animals on the
board, if Max is alone in a room, he wins the game.
The figures show the positions of the ghost chasers in
the castle. So that Max can move invisibly, the Max
player plays the room cards face down for his
movements. With the cheat cards and the break
cards, the Max player can make very tricky moves
(see page 6 for more information on these).
Information on how Max and the ghost chasers may
move is described in the next step.

Tip: The chasers should distribute themselves throughout the
castle and not all start in one room with one door.
EXAMPLE OF GAME SETUP WITH FOUR GHOST CHASERS
4 bats

5 owls

s

ghost chaser

ghost chaser
ghost chaser
4 cats

animal frame
(e.g. hedgehog)
ghost chaser

6 hedgehogs

5 mice

room card
# 27
face up on
the table

room # 27 has the ghost figure
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Step 3

M AX

MOVES
Max moves invisibly in the castle.
His movement rules
• Max may only move to adjacent rooms.
• Max may move through doors and trapdoors and
up and down stairs and ladders.
• As a ghost, Max may also float through walls,
floors, and ceilings.
• Max may not move diagonally from room to room
nor may he float through the corner to a
neighboring room.
• Max may only move to each room once in the
game (exception: cheat card, see page 6).
• Max must move to a new room in each round
(exception: break card, see page 6).
• Max can use the secret passage (see page 6).
• Max may not move to a room where a ghost chaser
is.
The Max player searches through the room card
deck for the room he wants to move to. He places
this card face down next to the face up room card,
showing where he started.
He then removes the Max figure from the board to
show that he is now moving invisibly.
When the Max player finishes his turn, the ghost
chasers take their turns!

Step 4

T HE

The ghost can move through the floor, through the
ceiling, and through walls.
The ghost may not move from room 6 to room 20 and
not from room 6 to room 1.

Tip: The Max player should keep his cards to himself and not let the other players see them. He
should also be careful not to stare at the room where he plans to move so that he does not give
hints to the ghost chasers. He should be aware, for example, that he can move from room 14 to
room 27, from room 35 to room 28 and from room 39 to room 40.

GHOST CHASERS MOVE
Now the ghost chasers move in clockwise order,
starting with the player to the left of the Max player.
Their movement rules:
• The ghost chasers may only move to adjacent
rooms.
• The ghost chasers may only move through the
castle using “normal” ways: through doors and
trap doors and up or down stairs and ladders,
These “normal” ways are shown on the board with
broken white lines on the floors, ceilings, and
walls.
• Unlike Max, the ghost chasers may choose to
remain in a room and not move. They are not
required to move each turn.
Have all the ghost chasers taken their turns? Then,
remove an animal from the edge of the forest...
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The Max player moves first in each round. Then, the
ghost chasers take turns moving in clockwise order
starting with the player to the left of the Max player.
Until the Max player must show himself, the players
can leave the Max figure next to the board, or the
ghost chasers may place it where they think Max is.

After Max moves, the ghost chasers take their turns.
They should discuss amongst themselves which room
the invisible Max has moved to.
To help them keep track of where they think Max is,
they can use his figure to mark the room where they
think he is.
The ghost chaser in
room 51 may move
to room 52, room
54 and room 50.
The broken white
lines on the board
show where the
ghost chasers may
move from room to
room
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Step 5

T HE

TIME PASSES ...
To mark the passing of time through the night, the
players remove an animal from the board and place it
in the frame next to the board.

After all the ghost chasers have taken their turns,
they remove an animal from the edge of the forest
near the castle. The remove an animal that matches
the frame that is next to the board and place in an
empty space in the frame. Thus, the night passes,
and, for the ghost chasers, time seems to disappear
just as the ghost did at the castle door.

cat frame

Tip: As there are different
numbers of the various animals
(e.g. six hedgehogs, but only four
cats), the ghost chasers can
influence when Max must become
visible by the order they choose
for the animal frames.

Step 6

T HE

NEXT ROUND BEGINS
The game continues to the next round with the players following the rules from step 3. The Max player places
the room card, representing the room he wants to move to, face down on the table to the right of the card he
played last round. Max floats invisibly one room further. Next the ghost chasers take their turns. At the end of
the round, the players remove another animal from the board. This pattern is repeated until the game ends (step
7), interrupted only by the times Max must show himself

M AX

MUST SHOW HIMSELF
When the last animal of the type shown on the frame next to the board is removed from the board, the frame
is full and Max must show himself. The Max player does this by turning over the face down cards that represent
his movement over the past few rounds. Then, he places the Max figure in the room shown on the last card.
The ghost chasers choose a new animal frame for the next set of rounds. The new frame indicates which
animals will now be removed from the board.
The players place the full frame back in the box - it is not used again. The Max player places the face up room
cards face down in the box, leaving only the card representing the room he is now in. The followers may not
look at the room cards in the box to see which rooms Max has visited.
Now that he has shown himself, the game continues and he becomes invisible again.

last card

start card
The frame is full
with four cats

The Max player reveals the
face down room cards.

The Max player places
Max in the new room.

Tip: The ghost chasers should remember which rooms Max has
visited (but may not write them down). As Max may not visit these
rooms again, he has fewer possible moves as the game progresses.
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Step 7

V ICTORY

FOR THE GHOST CHASERS
The game ends immediately with victory for the
ghost chasers when one (or more) ghost chasers
moves to the room where Max is. When this happens,
Max must reveal himself. Such is the ghost code of
honor! All the ghost chasers have won the game
together!
V ICTORY FOR M AX
When the players remove the last animal from the
board, the game ends and Max has won!. Naturally,
Max must reveal the face down cards showing how he
moved over the past few turns, managing to avoid the
ghost chasers.

GETS CAUGHT IN THE TRAP !
The ghost chasers also win if Max is unable to
move. This can happen, for example, if Max must
move to a room where a ghost chaser is or if he no
longer has the room cards for any neighboring
rooms and has no more special cards to play.
N EW GAME ?
After the game has ended, the player who found
Max can take the role of Max for another game.
Alternatively, the players can choose which among
them will play Max in the new game using any
method they prefer.

M AX

A ghost chaser is in the same room as Max.
All the ghost chasers have won!

T HE

SECRET PASSAGE
Max knows about a secret passage that goes runs under the
castle. It runs between the entrance hall (room #1) and the
barn (room #54). When Max is in either of these rooms, he
may choose to use the secret passage. The ghost chasers may
not use the secret passage as they do not know it is there.
The Max player need not take any special action or tell the
others he is using the secret passage. He simply plays the card
for the room (#1 or #54) that he moves to.

T HE

SPECIAL CARDS FOR M AX
The cheat cards
Twice in the game Max may move to a room where he has already been. To do this, the Max player
announces out load, “I’m cheating!” Then he takes the used card from the box or from those face
down on the table that represents the room he wants to move to, and places it face down with the
cheat card. The ghost chasers get no information regarding which room Max has returned to.

The break cards
Twice in the game, Max may take a break and remain in a room instead of moving on his turn. He
does this by playing a break card instead of a room card. As the break cards have the same backs as
the room cards, the ghost chasers will not know Max has taken a break until he next reveals himself.
The Max player may play both break cards back to back, and, thus take two breaks in a row.
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The chimney card
When Max has this card, he may use the chimney to fly from room #42 to room #53 or from room
#53 to room #42.
If the Max player begins the game with this card, he places it face up on the table
where he is sitting. Its presence will remind the ghost chasers that Max has the
ability to use the chimney to fly between rooms #42 and #53.
The card remains face up and Max does not play the card
as he does a room card when he wants to use the chimney.
Also, he need not tell the others he is using the chimney.
Important: when he uses the chimney, he merely plays the room card that
he is flying to: either room #42 or room #53.

The door card
With this card, the Max player can lock the door in one of
several rooms in the castle, thus slowing the ghost chasers’ pursuit for a time.
There are eight rooms in the castle that have doors that can be locked by Max. They are outlined
on the room cards and the board in red. The eight rooms are: #12, #17, #24, #30, #34, #37, #45 and
#51. To lock the door in one of these rooms, Max plays the door card face up on the table in
addition to his normal play of a face down room card on his turn. He then places the locked door
figure on the door he wants to lock. Max need not be in the room with the door he is locking. He
can, for example, lock the door to room #24 when his is in room #50.
When a ghost chaser wants to go through the locked door, he must
stay in the room for one turn to unlock the door. On this turn, instead
of moving, he uses the turn to unlock the door. To do this, he merely
removes the locked door figure from the board, but may not move
until his next turn. On his next turn, he may, but need not, move
through the now-unlocked door.
After Max places the locked door on the board, it remains until a ghost
chaser unlocks it. Max, of course is not impeded by the locked door as
he can float through it.
locked door
trap card

T HE

SPECIAL CARD FOR THE GHOST CHASERS
The trap card
The players decide at the beginning of the game which ghost
chaser will have this card. That player puts the card face up on
the table where he is sitting with the trap figure on top of it.
During the game, this player may place the trap figure in a
room as he leaves it.
When Max enters the room with the trap, he must show
himself by placing his figure on the board in that room. On
his next turn, Max again becomes invisible and removes his
figure from the board. The trap figure stays in the room.

trap in a room

Tip: The players can use the special cards to make it easier or more difficult for Max or the ghost chasers
to win the game. The chimney card and the door card increase Max’s chances of winning. The trap card
helps the ghost chasers. To make things more challenging for the Max player, the players can take one
break card and/or one cheat card from Max at the beginning of the game.
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24 animals
4 cats

4 bats

5 owls

6 hedgehogs

5 mice

5 animal frames
Max,
the ghost
with stand

1 game board

4 ghost chasers
with stands

7 special cards
2 cheat
cards

2 break
cards

1 locked door

1 chimney
card

1 door
card

1 trap
card

1 ghost trap
with stand

with stand

If you have questions, comments or suggestions:
Rio Grande Games, PO Box 45715, Rio Rancho, NM 87174, USA
Riogames@aol.com www.riograndegames.com
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